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INVESTING IN INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS 

FOR CONFLICT PREVENTION IN WEST AFRICA

WANEP is a leading Regional Peacebuilding organization founded in 1998 in response to civil wars that 

plagued West Africa in the late 1980s.  We place special focus on collaborative approach, working 

alongside major actors, particularly governments, intergovernmental bodies and women in a bid to 

establish a platform for dialogue, experience sharing and learning, thereby complementing efforts at 

ensuring sustainable peace and development.  

Dialogue and Mediation Training in Sierra Leone: A military officer in a mediation role play
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OVERVIEW OF PEACE AND SECURITY IN 
WEST AFRICA:

The quarter under review recorded electoral successes in 
Guinea, Mali and Togo despite the pre-electoral skirmishes 
witnessed. Togo held legislative elections on July 25 in an 
atmosphere of relative calm, though the results were 
initially disputed by the opposition on allegations of 
malpractices. 

Mali's first and second round of presidential elections 
which took place on July 28 and August 11, 2013 
respectively, were adjudged to be free, fair and peaceful 
despite the hasty preparations and threats by rebel groups 
to launch attacks in the Northern region of the country. 
However, the withdrawal of the separatist rebel groups on 
September 26 from the June 18 Ouagadougou Peace 
Agreement alleging non-commitment by the government 
to the process has led to resumption of suicide attacks, 
which threatens the security of the country and forestalls 
hope for peace in the restive region as envisaged by the 
incoming government. 

About 5 million Guineans voted on September 28 to elect a 
new parliament in the nation's first legislative elections 
since the coup of 2008. The election was a direct outcome 
of the political dialogue chaired by Said Djinit, Special 
Representative of the UN Secretary-General to quell the 
violent demonstrations which plagued the pre-electoral 
phase of the legislative elections. 

Ghana once again affirmed her status as the beacon of 
democracy in West Africa with the unanimous acceptance 

of the August 29 Supreme Court verdict upholding 
President John Dramani Mahama's election as president of 
the Republic of Ghana. The opposition party in an 
unprecedented show of magnanimity accepted the verdict 
and congratulated the president on his victory.

Regardless of the enormous strides recorded in peace and 
security in the quarter, insurgency prevailed in Northern 
Nigeria as the Boko Haram insurgents carried out deadly 
attacks on two communities in Borno and Yobe states. At 
least 152 persons were reportedly killed in Benisheik area 
of Borno state on September 17 and 78 students of the 
College of Agriculture, Gujba in Yobe state. While efforts of 
the combined military force to dislodge the insurgents from 
their various camps following the declaration of a State of 
emergency continue unabated, reports has continue to  
link Boko Haram with Al-Shabab and AQIM sects, a 
development that has further compounded the insecurity 
challenges in the Sahel region. 

As an institution, we pride ourselves with the modest 
contributions we continue to make in complementing the 
efforts of West African governments and ECOWAS in the 
quest for peace and security. Our election management 
practice guide has been applauded by the governments 
and peoples of Mali and Guinea as a veritable instrument 
for the resolution of election disputes while our 
recommendations (in our last policy brief on Nigeria) 
resonates with the decisions of government and other 
stakeholders in managing the security challenges in the 
country 
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REGIONAL ACTIVITIES

1.0  CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1.1. WEST AFRICA PEACEBUILDING INSTITUTE 
(WAPI) CURRICULUM REVIEW
WANEP in partnership with Kofi Annan International 
Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC) reviewed the West 
Africa Peacebuilding Institute (WAPI) curriculum from July 
8 to 9, 2013 at KAIPTC to ensure that WAPI is relevant to 
emerging human security challenges in the region and 
continent. The seven current courses were amended to 
reflect contemporary issues out of which four were 
renamed and two new courses added. As a result of this 
review, WAPI will now present eight courses effective from 
the 2014 session.

1.1.2. WEST AFRICA PEACEBUILDING INSTITUTE 
(WAPI) 2013  SESSION

WANEP in partnership with KAIPTC held the 12th training 



session of the West Africa Peacebuilding Institute (WAPI) 
from September 2 to 20, 2013 at KAIPTC. 50 participants 
comprising 24 females and 26 males from 14 countries 
across Africa representing various organisations and 
institutions including African Union, ECOWAS and state 
security agencies participated in the 2013 session.

1.2. WEST AFRICA EARLY WARNING & EARLY 
RESPONSE (WARN)
1.2.1. TRAINING OF CONFLICT ANALYSTS
A three-day training was held for National Conflict Analysts 
from the 15 ECOWAS member states in order to strengthen 
their capacities for conflict analysis and beef up the team of 
analysts within the WANEP National Early Warning System 
in support of the ECOWAS Early Warning Mechanism. The 
training which held from August 7 to 9, 2013 in Accra-
Ghana had in attendance 25 participants made up of 9 
women and 16 men. The training also exposed the 
participants to the ECOWAS Conflict prevention framework 
(ECPF) and the place of CSOs in the ECPF especially as it 
relates to supporting the Early Warning Directorates  

1.2.2. WANEP APPOINTS NEW LIAISON OFFICER 
FOR ECOWAS EARLY WARNING DIRECTORATE
As contained in the WANEP/ECOWAS Memorandum of 
Understanding and to improve on the interface between 
ECOWAS, and other Civil Society Organizations on issues of 
peace and human security, WANEP with support from ADA, 
SIDA and DANIDA (under a joint financing arrangement) 
appointed a Liaison Officer to the ECOWAS Early Warning 
Directorate at the ECOWAS Commission in Abuja, Nigeria. 
WANEP being the civil society implementing partner of the 
ECOWAS Early Warning and Response Network 
(ECOWARN), the Liaison officer will ensure effective 
coordination of CSOs early warning and response at all 
levels and relate with WANEP/ECOWAS partners.

1.3. WOMEN IN PEACEBUILDING
ENSURING GENDER SENSITIVITY IN WANEP NEWS 
INDICATORS
The National Early Warning (NEWS), indicators were 
reviewed to incorporate gender components at a two-day 
meeting held from August 5 to 6, 2013 in Accra, Ghana with 
36 participants comprising 15 females and 21 males. The 
meeting appraised the current WANEP national early 
warning indicators in the fifteen ECOWAS member states 
and incorporated gender-sensitive indicators into data 
collection and analysis processes to ensure that it captures 
the impacts of conflict on both men and women. 

Baseline study on women's capacity for Conflict 
Mediation 
WANEP in collaboration with ECOWAS and with the 
support of ADA, SIDA and DANIDA commissioned a 
baseline study from July – September to identify the 
capacity gaps in women's mediation efforts within ECOWAS 
member states especially in the Track 1 & 2 mediation 
processes. The survey will also document the training 
needs of women in state apparatus and peace architecture 
establishments in West Africa. This has become necessary 
as the number of women who are members of mediation or 
negotiation teams is very low and in some cases non-
existent. The trained mediators will form a pool of women 
who can serve as mediators and negotiators in Track 1 & 2 
mediation. 

Baseline Study on NAPs development and 
implementation
As part of strategies for furthering the women peace and 
security agenda, ECOWAS Member states are urged to 
develop National Action Plans (NAPs) as a framework and 
guideline for the effective implementation and realization 
of UNSCR 1325.  In this regard, ECOWAS and WANEP, with 
the active participation of the Ministries of Gender and 
Women Affairs' and other key stakeholders in West Africa 
conducted a baseline survey from July – September in 
order to ascertain progress made in the implementation of 
the UNSCR 1325 NAPs in the 15 ECOWAS member states, 
identify gaps and proffer solutions for the way forward. The 
outcome of the survey will enable ECOWAS and WANEP to 
determine the technical support to be given to the member 
states for either the development and/or implementation 
of the Resolution.

1.4. NON-VIOLENCE ACTION AND PEACE 
EDUCATION (NAPE)
L A U N C H I N G  O F  P E A C E  E D U C A T I O N  
IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINE
An Implementation Guideline on Peace Education for 
Formal Schools in West Africa was officially launched by 
the Malian Minister of Education on August 21, 2013 in 
Accra, Ghana. Representatives from ECOWAS member 
states Ministries of Education, UNDP, UNICEF, EU, and 
Foreign Embassies in Ghana and Civil Society Organizations 
across West Africa also attended the launch. The Peace 
Education Guideline is part of WANEP's contribution to 
support the implementation of the declaration of ECOWAS 
Council of Ministers to inculcate peace education in West 
African school curriculum and entrenchment of sustainable 
peace in West Africa. 
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1.5. STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
1.5.1. ECOWAS GULF OF GUINEA WORKSHOP
The Program Director and WANEP/ECOWAS-EWD Liaison 
Officer chaired respective sessions in a four-day workshop 
organised by ECOWAS from August 21 to 24, 2013 in Lomé, 
Togo. The workshop was a platform to discuss and analyze 
relevant issues pertaining to conflicts in the Gulf of Guinea.

1.5.2. EXPERT MEETING ON CHILDREN AFFECTED BY 
WAR AND UNSCR 1325 ON WOMEN, PEACE AND 
SECURITY
Participants at the Expert meeting on Children affected by 
war and UNSCR 1325 on Women, Peace and Security held 
in Addis AbabaThe Regional Coordinator Programs (RCP) 
represented WANEP at an Expert meeting on Children 
Affected by War and the implementation of UNSCR 1325 on 

Women, Peace and Security held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
on September 17 to 19, 2013. The meeting was organized 
by AU in collaboration with EU and World Bank and it 
brought together 40 experts drawn from government, 
intergovernmental agencies and civil society to appraise 
the progress made in the Disarmament, Demobilization 
and Reintegration (DDR) program, and the implementation 
of the Security Council Resolution 1325. The meeting was 
an avenue to share progress of WANEP's work and 
achievement in the implementation of UNSCR 1325 and to 
disseminate WANEP publications including the Guidelines 
on the implementation of the National Action Plans, NAPs 
on UNSCR 1325.

1.6. RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS
In the quarter under review, the following documents were 
published:
Ÿ From the Field: Harnessing local capacities for 
political dialogue: WANEP's experience in the 2012 
Ghanaian election
Ÿ Policy brief:  A Decade of Peace Expedition in Liberia: 

Actors and Factors for consolidation
Ÿ WANEP-Benin: National Early Warning System 
(NEWS): Conflict Monitoring
Ÿ WANEP-Cote d'Ivoire: Documentary on Political, 
Professional and Family Life; dedicated to victims of sexual 
violence with support from Urgent Action Fund.

2.1. CAPACITY BUILDING

2.1.1. DIALOGUE AND MEDIATION TRAINING IN 
SIERRA LEONE
WANEP Sierra Leone in the quarter under review 
conducted trainings on dialogue and mediation for 30 
stakeholders comprising 12 females and 18 males and held 
post-elections reconciliation forum with another 30 
participants made up of 20 males and 10 females in Kono 
and Koinadugu districts. These activities were aimed at 

enhancing community reconciliation and to foster peaceful 
coexistence following the Supreme Court verdict on 
election petition.

2.1.2. WANEP-GUINEA TRAINS WOMEN AND YOUTH 
ON DIALOGUE AND MEDIATION
Ahead of its highly tensed legislative elections, WANEP-
Guinea held political dialogue and mediation training for 30 

2.0 HIGHLIGHTS OF NATIONAL NETWORKS
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 and UNSCR 1325 on Women, Peace and Security held in Addis Ababa
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women leaders drawn from diverse political parties, civil 
society, government ministries and agencies on September 
17, 2013. The training also provide opportunity for the 
various stakeholders and oppositions to appreciate better 
each other's position and disagreements with electoral 
processes and collective devise means of addressing them.

2.1.3. WANEP-NIGERIA AND OXFAM NETHERLANDS 
REVIEW MEETING
In the quarter under review, WANEP Nigeria held a review 
meeting with her key partner, Oxfam-Netherlands which 
culminated in the development and signing of a new 
project titled: “Strengthening Humanitarian Coordination,” 
to be implemented in three states of Nigeria. The meeting 
was aimed at taking stock of WANEP Nigeria's partnership 
with Novib in the past decade, the impact of its projects in 
the country and how to strengthen its strategies for better 
results.

2.1.4. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION WORKSHOP
An expert meeting was organised by WANEP Nigeria to 
finalize a Manual on Climate Change Adaptation in 
Agriculture for Small Scale Farmers as a contribution to 
prevent/mitigate conflict between farming communities 
and Herdsmen.

2.1.5. COMMUNITY MONITORS TRAINING
WANEP-Liberia trained 20 Community Based Monitors 
from 4 counties on conflict monitoring from September 13 
to 14, 2013. The training was to enhance their skills for 
effective tracking of conflict indicators for the prevention 
and mitigation of violence in Fish Town City, River Gee 
County.      

2.2. WEST AFRICA EARLY WARNING AND EARLY 
RESPONSE (WARN)
2.2.1. VALIDATION OF NATIONAL EARLY WARNING 
SYSTEM (NEWS) INDICATORS

In conformity with WANEP's strategy of strengthening 
community and national infrastructures for effective early 
warning, the national networks of Guinea, Burkina Faso, 
Sierra Leone, The Gambia and Liberia respectively 
validated their National Early Warning System (NEWS) in a 
workshop attended by major partners and key 
stakeholders. The validation exercise was basically to 
contextualize the indicators to capture specific human 
security threats and ensure its gender sensitivity

2.2.2. COMMUNITY CONFLICT MONITORS TRAINING
In the reporting period, 16 community monitors were 
trained in Benin and 15 trained in Cote d'Ivoire. The 
trainings were specifically to build their capacity for 
monitoring human security indicators for the actualization 
of the National Early Warning System

2.3. WOMEN IN PEACEBUILDING
2.3.1. CONFLICT PREVENTION WORKSHOP
WANEP-Benin, with support from the Africa Women 
Development Fund (AWDF), organised a capacity building 
workshop for 31 women on conflict prevention strategies 
to deepen their understanding of peace and security 
issues. 

2.3.2. VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN PROJECT
WANEP Cote d'Ivoire in partnership with the Australian 
Government launched a new project titled: “Combating 
Violence against Women”, on August 27, 2013. The project 
is aimed at empowering Bangolo women in Guemon region 
by improving their living standards and source of livelihood 
as a strategy for combating gender based violence.

2.3.3. GENDER BASED VIOLENCE PROJECT
In the quarter under review, WANEP-Liberia with support 
from the American Jewish World Service (AJWS) held 
outreach and awareness programs in four counties 
(Buchanan, Tubmanburg, Kakata and Todee) on gender-

WEST AFRICA NETWORK FOR PEACEBUILDING

 Participants at the conflict monitors training in Benin

Group photo of Conflict Monitors in Sierra Leone
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based violence through radio discussions, community 
outreaches and intergenerational dialogues. A key 
outcome of the outreaches was the formation of support 
groups in each community for abused women. The 
dialogue sessions revealed a significant reduction of rape 
cases especially in three counties of Tubmanburg, 
Bunchanan and Kakata.

2.3.4. DECADE OF PEACE IN LIBERIA
WANEP-Liberia, through the Women in Peacebuilding 
Program (WIPNET), commemorated the decade of peace in 
Liberia with candle light vigil, peace parades and the 
lighting of the Peace Torch. The event was rounded up with 
the review of the Comprehensive Peace Accord to reflect 
current dynamics. 

2.4  NON-VIOLENCE ACTION AND PEACE 
EDUCATION
2.4.1   LAUNCH OF PEACE EDUCATION MANUAL
The Peace Education Guide was successfully launched in 
WANEP National Networks of Cote d'Ivoire, Benin, Togo, 

Ghana, Guinea, and Niger among others in the reporting 
period. The launch is a prelude to the integration of peace 
education in the school curriculum of the respective 
countries.

2.4.2. YOUTH FORUM
Following on the Supreme Court verdict affirming President 
Mahama's election, WANEP-Ghana held an Inter-Party 
Youth Dialogue in Tamale, Northern Region to enlighten the 
youth on the verdict and explore avenues for peaceful 
dialogue. At the end of the forum, the youth committed to 
accepting the court verdict and pledged to sensitize other 
groups in the metropolis on the values of peace.

2.4.3. EXPERIENCE SHARING WORKSHOP
WANEP-Togo held an experience sharing meeting on the 

actions and perspectives of peace education in schools in 
Togo with relevant stakeholders including the Ministry of 
Primary, Secondary and Literacy (MEPSA) Education. In 
addition, children between the ages of four to six were 
taken through leadership training in the spirit of 'catch-
them-young,' to equip them with relevant skills for peer 
mediation both in school and at home.

2.5. CIVIL SOCIETY COORDINATION AND 
DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE (CSDG)
2.5.1. NATIONAL CONSULTATION ON LAND POLICY 
REFORM
With support from the West Africa Human Rights and 
Democratization programme (WAHRD), WANEP-Liberia 
held a two-day consultative meeting with 27 participants 
on Land Reforms and Conflict Transformation in Monrovia 
from August 12 to 13, 2013 on the theme “facilitating the 
use of Land for National Cohesion and Development”. The 
meeting reviewed the revised Liberia Land Policy and 
proffered strategies for implementing the Land Rights 
Policies to ensure protection of citizen's land rights. 
Proceedings from the meeting have been synthesized into a 
publication to be shared with key partners and relevant 
stakeholders.

2.5.2. CONVENTION ON CLUSTER MUNITIONS 
WANEP-Gambia marked the third anniversary of Cluster 
Munitions with a one-day symposium on August 31 to raise 
awareness on the devastating effects of cluster bombs and 
to solicit the support of government to rid the world of 
cluster munitions. 

2.5.3. LAUNCHING OF  ELEC TION DISPUTE  
MANAGEMENT PRACTICE GUIDE
WANEP-Mali officially launched the Election Dispute 
Management Practice Guide on July 23 with support from 
the International Foundation for Electoral Systems in Mali 
(IFES-Mali) ahead of the July 28 presidential elections. In 
attendance were strategic stakeholders including the 
Malian Ministry of Territorial Administration and 
Decentralization, Internal Security and Civil Protection 
ministry, United Nations Multi-dimensional Integrated 
Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA), USAID, EU, 
among others. 

2.5.4. ELECTION NETWORKING AND OBSERVATION
WANEP-Guinea facilitated the creation of the Monitoring 
Network for Election Observation with support from the 
Catholic Relief Service (CRS), under the 'Open Eyes for 
Democracy' project. The network comprised 21 civil society 
organizations that will observe and monitor the electoral 
processes including the elections.  In this regard, a total of 
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1140 national and local observers were deployed for the 
legislative elections that took place in September. 

2.6. RESPONDING TO CONFLLICT THROUGH 
DIALOGUE, MEDIATION & RECONCILATION
2.6.1. PREVENTIVE ACTION WORSKHOP FOR YOUTH 
AND WOMEN LEADERS OF POLITICAL PARTIES

WANEP-Guinea with support from the Austrian 
Government through the GPPAC platform organised a 
training workshop for 30 youth and women leaders of 
political parties on their role in political dialogue and 
mediation. The training was geared towards reducing 
tensions among political parties in the country.

2.7. SPECIAL EVENTS
2.7.1. INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE
As part of strategies to promote a culture of peace and 
encourage all organizations to undertake practical aspects 
of peace, WANEP commemorated the World Peace Day on 
September 21, 2013 tagged; “Education for Peace,” with a 
press release. The release commended on-going efforts of 
government, inter-governmental and other well-meaning 
organizations in the promotion of peace and stability in the 
region and stressed the importance of Peace Education as a 
necessary tool for fostering values that promote a culture 
of tolerance in the society.

2.7.2. TEN YEARS ANNIVERSARY 
In the quarter under review, two national secretariats; 
WANEP- Cote d'Ivoire (September 21) and WANEP-The 
Gambia commemorated ten years of active service in 
peacebuilding. The event was a platform for stock-taking 
and to evaluate the networks' contribution to peace and 
security in their countries. Numerous Information, 
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Education and Communication (IEC) materials on peace 
and conflict management were disseminated to partners, 
network members and the public.

2.8. STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP/MEETINGS
2.8.1. CITIZEN WATCH WORKSHOP
WANEP-Togo as a member of the National Coordination of 
Civil Society (CNSC) participated in a workshop on “Citizen 
Watch for Peace for the 2013 Parliamentary Elections”. The 
workshop geared towards strengthening the capacity of 35 
youths as Young Promoters of Peace in the peaceful 
resolution of conflicts in Togo. 

2.8.2. DEMOCRACY, ELECTIONS AND GOVERNANCE 
SYMPOSIUM
WANEP-Togo participated in a seminar on the 
implementation of the African Charter on Democracy, 
Elections and Governance, and on the Additional Protocol 
of the ECOWAS Conflict Prevention Mechanism organised 
by the West Africa Civil Society Forum (WASSOF). The 
seminar held in Lomé, Togo with 40 participants in 
attendance. WANEP-Togo played a key role in discussions 
on the implementation of the African Charter with 
reference to the ECOWAS Supplementary Protocol on 
Democracy and Good Governance.

2.8.3. STAKEHOLDERS DIALOGUE MEETING
WANEP-Liberia participated in a stakeholder's dialogue 
organised by the National Election Commission in 
partnership with International Institute for Democracy and 
Electoral Assistance (IDEA) in Monrovia on August 23, 2013. 
The meeting brought together political parties and civil 
society to enlighten political parties on the imperatives of 
developing gender policies to ensure gender equity in 
political participation. 

2.8.4. ELECTION COORDINATION MEETING
The National Network Coordinator of WANEP-Liberia, as a 
member of the Election Coordinating Committee (ECC), 
participated in a meeting organised by the National 
Election Commission on September 11, 2013 to explore 
possibilities of partnership with the Commission in 
ensuring successful conduct of the 2014 midterm 
senatorial election.

 JULY - SEPTEMBER, 2013 
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WANEP's Support to Global, Continental, Regional and National Peace processes

S/No Nature of Support/Role of WANEP Period Outcome

1 Facilitation of Dialogue and Mediation 
for UN Peace and Development Advisors 
and UN Country Representatives

July 2013 The UN role as Country Teams in 
supporting, nurturing and enhancing 
national capacities for Peace was 
emphasized as critical to long term 
peacebuilding and UN contribution to 
national stability, peace and security

2 Following from WANEP Partnership with 
UN country team in Ghana for the 
organization of peaceful elections in 
2012 through a Joint Political Parties 
Elections Results Monitoring project- J-
PERM; WANEP facilitated a review 
meeting with political parties to 
evaluate the project.

August 2013 Critical lessons and learning points 
emerged with concrete suggestions on 
how to improve J-PERM in future elections 
and how J-PERM could be replicated in the 
elections of other countries.

3 Facilitation of a Training workshop for 
Ethiopian State Officials on Dialogue 
and Mediation

August 2013 An effective platform was established for 
exchange of learning and experience for 
the Ethiopian State Officials as they 
reflected on how to sustain and build 
peace in Ethiopia

4 Facilitation of a Process Management 
Workshop for State Institutions in 
Ghana working in partnership with 
UNDP in Ghana.

August - October 
2013

The workshop enhanced effective 
coordination and thereby increase the 
impact of the work of the state 

5 Facilitation of UN-AU-ECOWAS 
workshop for the development and 
strengthening of National 
Infrastructures for peace and West 
Africa 

September 2013 The workshop ended with a declaration 
and commitment by ECOWAS member 
states to ensure the establishment of 
National Infrastructures for Peace in West 
Africa 

1.0 WANEP Support to UN
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S/No Nature of Support/Role of WANEP Period Outcome

 1  Provided leadership and governance to 
GPPAC in current position as Chair of 
the Board 

 January-December 
2013

GPPAC continues to be a Global 
Peacebuilding Network with increasing 
presence and influence globally

2 Participated in GPPAC Board meeting September 2013 Ensured accountability and supervisory 
functions for the efficient running of the 
Global Secretariat of GPPAC

3 Collaboration in the implementation of 
projects including relating to conflict 
prevention, development of conflict 
analysis tools and mediation and 
dialogue 

January to December 
2013 

The leverage of each organization on one 
another provided the much needed 
impact and output 

2.0  WANEP Support to GPPAC

3.0  WANEP Support to African Union

S/No Nature of Support/Role of WANEP Period Outcome

 1  Participation at the  Joint Africa 
European Strategy Meetings as the 
current Chair for the peace and security 
cluster 

 January to 
December  2013

 Strengthened CSO engagement and 
cooperation between Africa and Europe 

2 Provided technical input in the AU's 
strategic plan on the Joint AU-EU next 
strategy 

July 2013 The engagement of the CSOs in the 
designing of the strategy gives it 
ownership and inclusive direction 
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S/No Nature of Support/Role of WANEP Period Outcome

1 Coordinated the development of an 
ECOWAS framework document on the 
establishment of an ECOWAS Mediation 
Facilitation Division (MFD)

August-September 
2013

The draft document to be adopted by the 
ECOWAS Council of Ministers will enhance 
the establishment of the ECOWAS MFD

2 Provided one policy brief on Liberia in 
support of the ECOWAS critical 
decisions on issues of peace and 
security in West Africa

September 2013 The policy brief is now a reference 
document as it relates to peace and 
security in Liberia and WANEP's 
recommendations are constantly seen in 
the actions of ECOWAS 

3 Co-facilitate the 
ECOWAS/CSOs/Government Focal 
Points meeting on the ECOWAS Early 
Warning Systems 

September 2013 The Coordination meeting provides 
avenue for peer review of the operations 
of the early warning system as well as 
address challenges relating thereto 

4 Participate and make presentations at 
the ECOWAS Conflict Systems Workshop 

August to November  
2013 

The workshops allows for WANEP's in-
depth analysis of the conflicts systems 
from a CSO perspective and also serves as 
analytical tool for the policy briefs 

5 Support the ECOWAS Analysts team 
through daily, monthly and quarterly 
debriefs (Liaison Officer participating in 
the daily briefings and monthly briefings 
from the Zonal Coordinators and also 
the quarterly briefing between 
WANEP/ECOWAS Analysts 

January to 
December 2013 

The synergy in the analysis of the peace 
and security situation in the region is 
enhanced and ECOWAS has better insights 
into the community and local conflicts in 
the region  

6 Provide trainings to ECOWAS 
Directorates of Early Warning and 
Political Affairs 

September 2013 Through WAPI, WANEP offered scholarship 
to staff of ECOWAS to build their capacity 
in Early Warring and Dialogue/Mediation 
for the Directorates of Early Warning and 
Political Affairs respectively. This trainings 
have been greatly appreciated by the 
commission 

4.0   WANEP Support to ECOWAS
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S/No Nature of Support/Role of WANEP Period Outcome

 1 Provided resource support to the 
National Peace Council in managing post 
election disputes for a peace outcome 
leading up to and beyond the Supreme 
Court verdict. The efforts included the 
following:
Ÿ Shuttle dialogue and mediation 

amongst the high leadership of the 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) 
and the New Patriotic Party (NPP) 
political parties and also relevant 
institutions of the State.

Ÿ Mobilizing and engaging citizen 
participation in building a ground 
swell for peace

Ÿ Advocacy on media platforms (Radio 
and Television) for peace

Ÿ Speaking on peace platforms by 
various groups (Religious 
organizations, Workers Unions etc.) 
to mobilize efforts for peace

Ÿ Represented WANEP on a Civil 
Society collective effort; the Civic 
Forum Initiative (CFI) to promote 
peace efforts

January to August 
2013

 The contestation and petition in the 
Supreme Court of the 2012 election 
results by the New Patriotic Party 
generated anxiety and tensions. During 
the hearing of the petitions at the 
Supreme Court, public anxiety was 
heightened by the level of rhetoric on the 
media. The efforts at dialogue and 
promoting resulted in a peaceful outcome 
of the Supreme Court hearings and when 
the verdict was pronounced, there was a 
good reception of the verdict including the 
leading petitioners of the NPP.

2 Chaired and hosted at WANEP Offices 
the Planning Committee Meetings for 
Ghana to host a Ministerial Conference 
of ECOWAS member States on National 
Infrastructures for Peace

July-September 2013 The Conference was successfully held with 
a declaration of ECOWAS Ministers of 
Interiors committing member states to 
establish national Infrastructures for Peace 

5.0  WANEP Support to National Governments
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